Presentation Overview

- Key Sunni Islamic Terrorism Groups threatening the homeland (IS, al Qaeda)
- Hezbollah (Iran’s regional and worldwide terror group)
- Domestic extremist threats in Nevada (Sovereigns)
- NTAC Training and Outreach/Contact info
(U) The Islamist Terror Threat: Primary International Terrorist Groups and their Potential Threats Globally

Islamic State in the Levant - ISIL

Al Shabaab

Al Qaeda

Boko Haram

Hezbollah

Abu Sayyaf
The greatest burden falls upon the Muslims in America, the West and the rest of the world.
(U) Domestic Extremist Groups

- Militia Extremism
- Sovereign Citizen Extremism
- White Supremacy Extremism
- Abortion Extremism
- Animal Rights and Environmental Extremism
- Anarchist Extremism
- Black Separatist Extremism
- Puerto Rican National Extremism
NTAC: All-Crimes, All-Hazards Mission

- Broker relevant information and intelligence for state and local consumers with over-watch by Nevada DPS Investigations
- Harness information from state and local partners to provide strategic operational and tactical intelligence
- Provide quality and professional analytical service
- Provide a robust and effective FLO/TLO outreach program and Critical Infrastructure (CIKR) assessment tool component for customers
- Provide high quality and cost effective training for our statewide public and private partners
NTAC Area of Operation

NTAC Area of Operation & TLO/FLO Program Outreach:

- The NTAC is responsible for 16* of the 17 counties, all State agencies and Tribal lands in Nevada.
- Clark county has separate but related FLO program.
- NTAC and Las Vegas (SNCTC) have similar FLO Basic training template. We are working to standardize core curriculums.

* The Northern Nevada Regional Intelligence Center (NNRIC) based in Reno is a valuable partner in our information sharing environment.
The Growth of Islamic Terrorist Groups: Basic Foundation and Principles of Islam vs. Extremist Revolutionary Doctrine

Domestic Terrorism: Anti-Government, Religious Oriented, Race-Oriented and the “Lone Wolf”

The Role of the U.S. Attorney in Terrorism and National Security

Fusion Center 101: reporting methodologies and Information Sharing

FLO/TLO Duties and Roles

Pre-Incident Indicators and Warnings/Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (CI/KR)

FLO/TLO POST Test

NTAC has 1,496 Active FLOs
FLO/TLO Training Rendered Snapshot (ending 04/11/2018)

- **125** FLO/TLO Basic Classes (8 hrs.-POST certified)
- **80** Intermediate FLO/TLO Classes (Includes 8 hr. Domestic Terrorism, 8 hr. Transnational Terrorism Class-all POST certified- and other classes sponsored by FLO Program, including IT/DT 4 hr. Academy Trainings).
- **37** Sovereigns/Anti-government (2 and or 4 hour POST classes).
- **66** Active Shooter Classes (4 or 8 hr.)
- **7** Gangs/OMG (8 hour-RMIN/NDOC)
- **7** Rad-Eye Detector Class (Health)
- **6** Mumbai Attack (2-4 hour)

**Total Trained since September 2008:**
350 Formal Classes
9,918 Trained

*does not include 26 formal presentations*
FLO/TLO Training Rendered Snapshot (ending 04/11/2018)

- 11 Islamic State (8 hour POST certified)
- 4 Suicide Bomber Class (outside vendor)
- 3 Marijuana Grow Training (BLM/NTAC)
- 2 Ambush of Officers Soldo and Beck and Bundy/Brutsche Incidents (LVMPD)
- 3 Interrogation and Interview (8 hr./Lopey)
- 1 Westgate Mall Active Shooter (2 hr.)
- 1 LEOKA* (FBI-8 hr.)
- 2 Community Awareness Brief

* Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted (in Line of Duty)

Total Trained since September 2008:
350 Formal Classes
9,918 Trained

*does not include 26 formal presentations
FLO/TLO Membership

- Law enforcement (64 agencies)
- Fire (25 agencies)
- Public Health and Health Care (8 agencies)
- Emergency Management (24 agencies)
- Cyber Security (5 agencies)
- Corrections (10 separate agencies)
- Tribal Partners (9 agencies)
- Military Organizations (8 agencies)
- Private Sector (40 private companies)
- Emergency Medical Services (2 agencies)
- Other: 40 agencies (includes other categories)

Note: revised 04/11/2018
Stars designate locations where training has been conducted on Reservations.
The Critical Infrastructure / Key Resource (CI/KR) NTAC Program and Resources

Ensure Critical Infrastructure & Key Resources are identified and catalogued.

- A voluntary program
- For public and private entities.

Critical Infrastructure:
- Vital services or assets

Key Resources:
- People
- All other businesses, agencies and entities that do not fit into the Critical Infrastructure definition, e.g., small businesses.
Assessments

- Physical Security
- Vulnerability
- **Active Shooter training**

- On site 1-2 days depending on size
- About 1 week to finish - in office
- Out-brief with Option for Considerations

☑ NTAC conducted 22 assessments in 2015
It is all about SARs

– USPER recruited by foreign intelligence agency while visiting a Middle Eastern Country.

– USPER who reported father (Bangladeshi native) who she believed was radicalized and possibly dangerous to U.S. interests.

– USPER and foreign national arrested for drug trafficking and later linked to Albanian Organized Crime.
(U) Role of the FLO

(U) What to Report to the NTAC?

- (U) Report Suspicious Activity related to **Terrorism**

  - Observation/Surveillance
  - Photography
  - Recruiting
  - Sabotage/Tampering/Vandalism
  - Suspicious Activity/Persons
  - Sector-Specific Incident
  - Testing or Probing of Security
  - Theft/Loss/Diversion
  - Weapons Discovery
  - Other Suspicious Activity
(U) Role of the FLO

(U) How to Exchange Information

- (U) The Nevada Threat Analysis Center (NTAC) manages an interactive website (www.ntacnv.org) that serves as the primary platform to exchange information between FLOs and the NTAC.

- (U) Following FLO training, new FLO’s will signup to the website and access:
  - (U//FOUO) Incident Map (Currently for Law Enforcement Only)
  - (U//FOUO) Criminal and Terror-related Intelligence Products
  - (U//FOUO) Training
  - (U//FOUO) FLO Directory

***Note – Only official agency/organization contact email is authorized. The NTAC will not distribute information/products to personal gmail/yahoo/aol/etc. FLO email addresses
(U) Role of the FLO

(U) What to Report?

- (U) Report Suspicious Activity related to **Criminal Activity**

- Arson
- Assault
- Auto Theft/Recovery
- Bank Robbery
- Burglary
- Cattle Theft
- Chemical & Fuel Theft
- Child Abduction
- Counterfeiting
- Fraud
- Forgery
- Gang Related
- Heavy Equipment Theft
- Homicide
- Identity theft
- Kidnapping
- Metal Theft
- Impersonate LEO
- Narcotics
- Property Damage
- Robbery
- Sex Offenses
- Shoplifting
- Theft
- Tool Theft
- Trailer / Vehicle Theft
- Weapons Involved
- Other Activity
Submit an Anonymous Tip

Important: If this is an emergency - Call 911.

THIS FORM IS FOR THE REPORTING OF SUSPICIOUS CRIMINAL AND/OR TERRORISM RELATED ACTIVITY.

Incident Date: [ ] Approximate Time: [ ] (e.g. 10 pm)

Criminal Activity
- [ ] Arson
- [ ] Assault
- [ ] Auto Theft/Recovery
- [ ] Bank Robbery
- [ ] Burglary
- [ ] Cattle Theft
- [ ] Chemical & Fuel Theft
- [ ] Child Abduction
- [ ] Counterfeiting
- [ ] Fraud
- [ ] Forgery
- [ ] Gang Related (Name below)
- [ ] Heavy Equipment Theft
- [ ] Homicide
- [ ] Identity Theft
- [ ] Kidnapping
- [ ] Metal Theft
- [ ] Impersonate LEO

Suspicious Activity
- [ ] Acquisition of Expertise
- [ ] Aviation Activity
- [ ] Breach/Attempted Intrusion
- [ ] Cyber Attack
- [ ] Expressed or Implied Threat
- [ ] Eliciting Information
- [ ] Human Trafficking
- [ ] Materials Acquisition/Storage
- [ ] Misrepresentation
- [ ] Observation/Surveillance
- [ ] Photography
- [ ] Recruiting
- [ ] Sabotage/Tampering/Vandalism
- [ ] Suspicious Activity/Persons
- [ ] Sector-Specific Incident
- [ ] Testing or Probing of Security
- [ ] Theft/Loss/Diversion
- [ ] Weapons Discovery
- [ ] Other Suspicious Activity
(U) Role of the FLO

(U) When to Report?

- Information should be reported to the NTAC as quickly as possible; however, please call 911 for any immediate threats to life or property.
Contacts

Andy Rasor, Lieutenant, NTAC Director
arasor@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0309

Selby Marks, Ph.D., NTAC Deputy Director
smarks@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0313

James Lopey, FLO/TLO Coordinator - Training Liaison Point of Contact
jlopey@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0454, cell 775-848-2619/434-5512

Dan Dundon, Critical Infrastructure Coordinator
Threat Assessment Point of Contact
ddundon@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0451, cell 775-223-4411

Dianne Hubbard, Analyst
hhubbard@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0379, cell 775-267-7837

Steve Timm, Trooper (Operations Officer)
stimm@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0453

Toni Peacock, Administrative Assistant III
tpeacock@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0450

Mike Cahill, Critical Infrastructure Analyst
mcahill@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0378, cell 951-553-4569

Al Reshaw, Lead Analyst
areshaw@dps.state.nv.us
775-687-0421, cell 760-464-1764